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We introduce a family of extremal polynomials associated with the
prolongation of a stratified nilpotent Lie algebra. These polynomi-
als are related to a new algebraic characterization of abnormal
sub-Riemannian extremals in stratified nilpotent Lie groups. They
satisfy a set of remarkable structure relations that are used to in-
tegrate the adjoint equations, in both normal and abnormal case.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a stratified nilpotent Lie group of dimension n and rank r. The
Lie algebra g = Lie(G) has the stratification g = g1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ gs, where s is
the step of the algebra, gi = [gi−1, g1] for i = 2, . . . , s+ 1, and gi = {0} for
i > s. The rank of g is r = dim(g1). Let X1, . . . , Xn be a basis of g adapted
to the stratification. When it is connected and simply connected, we can
identify the group G with Rn via exponential coordinates of the second type
Key words and phrases: abnormal extremals, extremal polynomials, Carnot
groups, sub-Riemannian geometry.
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724 E. Le Donne, et al.
induced by the basis X1, . . . , Xn, and we identify g with the corresponding
Lie algebra of left-invariant vector fields in Rn.
Let Prol(g) =
⊕
k≤s gk be the Tanaka prolongation of g, see [19]. Even
though this is not strictly needed in our argument, an explicit construction
is briefly recalled in Section 2. We extend X1, . . . , Xn to a basis {Xj}j≤n
of the prolongation and to each j ≤ n we assign the degree d(j) = k if and
only if Xj ∈ gk. Then we assume that the basis is adapted to the graduation:
this means that i < j implies d(i) ≤ d(j). When the prolongation is finite
dimensional, the index j ranges in a finite set, m ≤ j ≤ n for some m ∈ Z.
With abuse of notation, we denote the basis {Xj}m≤j≤n by {Xj}j≤n, as
in the infinite dimensional case. Let ckij ∈ R be the structure constants of
Prol(g) associated with the basis {Xj}j≤n. Namely, for all i, j ∈ Z with
i, j ≤ n we have
(1.1) [Xi, Xj ] =
∑
k≤n
ckijXk.
The sum is always finite, because each stratum gk of Prol(g) is finite dimen-
sional and ckij = 0 if d(k) 6= d(i) + d(j).
In this paper, we introduce a family of extremal polynomials P vj (x), j ≤ n
and x ∈ Rn, associated with the basis {Xj}j≤n of Prol(g). They depend
linearly on a parameter v ∈ Rn, see Definition 2.1. Extremal polynomials
satisfy the following structure formulas.
Theorem 1.1. For any v ∈ Rn, i = 1, . . . , n, and j ∈ Z with j ≤ n there
holds
(1.2) XiP
v
j (x) =
∑
k≤n
ckijP
v
k (x), x ∈ Rn.
Modulo the value at x = 0, extremal polynomials are uniquely deter-
mined by the family of identities (1.2). These structure formulas are the
core of the paper and of our main technical result, Theorem 2.2. They first
appeared in [9], but only in the case of free groups. In [9], the formulas were
obtained a posteriori, as a consequence of certain algebraic identities, how-
ever only for j = 1, . . . , n with no reference to the prolongation and only for
the coordinates related to a Hall basis.
It is possible to give a coordinate-free definition of extremal polynomials,
see [11]. However, for the applications considered in Sections 4 and 5, as well
as for the applications given in [9], it was crucial to possess explicit formulae
for the polynomials (Definition 2.1).
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Extremal polynomials 725
Our interest in extremal polynomials origins in the regularity problem
of sub-Riemannian length minimizing curves, one of the main open prob-
lems in the field (see [13],[12], [2], [15], [20], [14], [10], [6], [17]). Let M be
a differentiable manifold and D ⊂ TM a bracket generating distribution. A
Lipschitz curve γ : [0, 1]→M is horizontal if γ˙(t) ∈ D(γ(t)) for a.e. t ∈ [0, 1].
Fixing a quadratic form on D, one can define the length of horizontal curves.
Length minimizing curves may be either normal extremals or abnormal ex-
tremals: while normal extremals are always smooth, abnormal ones are a
priori only Lipschitz continuous. Abnormal extremals depend only on the
structure (M,D): they are precisely the singular points of the end-point
mapping.
In Section 3, we use extremal polynomials and Theorem 1.1 to give an
algebraic characterization of abnormal extremals in stratified nilpotent Lie
groups (Carnot groups). This is of special interest because, by Mitchell’s
theorem, Carnot groups are the infinitesimal model of equiregular sub-
Riemannian structures.
Let ϑ1, . . . , ϑn be a basis of 1-forms of g
∗, the dual of g. A curve λ ∈
Lip([0, 1]; g∗) is given by coordinates λ1, . . . , λn ∈ Lip([0, 1]) such that λ =
λ1ϑ1 + · · ·+ λnϑn. If λ is the dual curve of a normal or abnormal extremal
γ : [0, 1]→ G = Rn, then
(1.3) λ˙i = −
n∑
k=1
r∑
j=1
ckij γ˙jλk a.e. on [0, 1], i = 1, . . . , n.
See Section 3 and Theorem 3.1 for more details. In Theorem 3.4, we use the
structure formulas (1.2) to integrate the system of adjoint equations (1.3).
The solutions are
(1.4) λi(t) = P
v
i (γ(t)), i = 1, . . . , n,
where v ∈ Rn is such that vi = λi(0). Thus, we can prove the following the-
orem (see Theorem 3.8 for the complete statement).
Theorem 1.2. Let G = Rn be a stratified nilpotent Lie group and let γ :
[0, 1]→ G be a horizontal curve with γ(0) = 0. Then, the following state-
ments are equivalent:
(A) The curve γ is an abnormal extremal.
(B) There exist v∈Rn, v 6=0, such that P vi (γ(t)) = 0 for all t∈ [0, 1] and
for all i ≤ r.
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Abnormal extremals are precisely the horizontal curves lying inside al-
gebraic varieties defined via extremal polynomials. This result extends [9,
Theorem 1.1] because it applies to nonfree Carnot groups. It also improves
that result because abnormal curves are shown to be in algebraic varieties
smaller than those considered in [9]. Notice that in (B) also indexes i ≤ 0
related to the Tanaka prolongation are involved.
Extremal polynomials can be also used to find explicit prime integrals
of the Hamiltonian system associated with the group. In fact, a normal
extremal (γ, λ), where γ is a curve in the group and λ is the dual curve in
the cotangent bundle, solves the system of equations
(1.5) γ˙ =
∂H
∂λ
(γ, λ), λ˙ = −∂H
∂γ
(γ, λ),
where H is the natural Hamiltonian function. Thanks to the Lie group struc-
ture, by Noether’s theorem the Hamiltonian system (1.5) has n prime inte-
grals, where n is the dimension of the group. In the coordinates introduced
above, the equation λ˙ = −∂H/∂γ becomes precisely equation (1.3). Thus,
the solutions (1.4) provide n prime integrals for the system (1.5).
The role of Tanaka prolongation in our theory is rather subtle. In a first
attempt, we searched for an integration algorithm inverting the differenti-
ation process that now is established by the structure formulas (1.2). Part
of statement (B) in Theorem 1.2 is that an abnormal extremal γ satisfies
P vi (γ) = 0 for some v 6= 0 and for all i = 1, . . . , r. Thus, for any j = 1, . . . , n
also the functions
(1.6) Bvij(t) =
∫ t
0
P vi (γ(s))γ˙j(s)ds, t ∈ [0, 1],
vanish. Now, if the functions Bvij(t) are polynomials of the coordinates γ1(t),
. . . , γn(t), then we get new polynomials vanishing along the curve γ. How-
ever, this may or may not be the case and we were not able to understand
this phenomenon in general. In Section 4, we show an example where the
integration process (1.6) succeeds and, as a matter of fact, provides pre-
cisely the extremal polynomials associated with the layer g0 of the Tanaka
prolongation, the polynomials (4.49).
Tanaka prolongation has the following role in our argument. If P vj is
an extremal polynomial associated with the layer ` ≤ 0 of the prolongation
(i.e., d(j) = `) and γ is a horizontal curve, then by the structure formulas
i
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(1.2) we have
d
dt
P vj (γ(t)) =
r∑
i=1
∑
k≤n
ckij γ˙i(t)P
v
k (γ(t)), t ∈ [0, 1],
where the sum in k ranges over indices with d(k) ≥ `+ 1, because of the
stratification. If the right-hand side vanishes, then also the left-hand side
does and inductively, starting from the layer with ` = 1 descending, we can
prove that abnormal extremals are in the zero set of all extremal polynomials
given by the layers with ` ≤ 0 of the prolongation (see Theorem 3.8).
In the final part of the paper, we show two applications of the theory.
In Section 4, we develop a technique to construct a nontrivial algebraic
set containing all abnormal extremals passing through one point. This is
related to the problem of estimating the size of the set of regular values of
the end-point mapping (see [2] and [13, Section 10.2]). In sub-Riemannian
manifolds with a distribution of corank 1, the image of the set of length
minimizing abnormal extremals starting from one point has zero Lebesgue
measure; on the other hand, independently from corank, the image of strictly
abnormal length minimizing extremals has empty interior (see Corollary 3
in [18] and [1]).
Our technique seems to work when the prolongation is sufficiently large.
In this case, for each abnormal curve γ there is at least one parameter
v ∈ Rn and many indexes j such that P vj (γ) = 0. It is then possible to find
a polynomial Q independent of v such that Q(γ) = 0 for any abnormal curve
γ passing through one fixed point. We describe the technique in detail in
the case of the free nilpotent Lie group of rank 2 and step 4. However, it
can be implemented in many other examples and it is likely to work in any
nonrigid group.
Finally, in Section 5 we construct a 64-dimensional Lie group possessing
a spiral-like Goh extremal whose tangents at the singular point are all lines.
This example points out a limitation of the shortening technique introduced
in [12] and developed in [14], [16], and [6]. It is also interesting in relation to
the examples of nonrectifiable spiral-like rigid paths studied in [23] and [22],
whereas our spiral-like extremal has finite length. As Example 6.4 in [9],
it also shows that from the first and second order conditions (Pontryagin
Maximum Principle and Goh condition) it is not possible to deduce any
further regularity for abnormal minimizers beyond the Lipschitz regularity.
i
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2. Structure formulas for extremal polynomials
Let X1, . . . , Xn be a basis of g = Lie(G) adapted to the stratification. We
identify the group G with Rn via exponential coordinates of the second type
induced by the basis X1, . . . , Xn. Namely, for any x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn we
have
(2.7) x = ex1X1 ◦ · · · ◦ exnXn(0) = exp(xnXn) · · · exp(x1X1).
Above, exp : g→ G is the exponential mapping, · is the group law inG = Rn,
and γ(t) = etX(x) = x exp(tX), t ∈ R, is the solution of the Cauchy Problem{
γ˙ = X(γ)
γ(0) = x.
In simply connected nilpotent groups, the exponential mapping is a global
diffeomorphism. After the identification (2.7), the Lie algebra g is isomorphic
to a Lie algebra of vector fields in Rn that are left invariant with respect to
the group law ·.
We recall the construction of the Tanaka prolongation. First, we define
the vector space of all strata-preserving derivations of g:
g0 =
{
φ ∈
s⊕
i=1
gi ⊗ g∗i : φ([X,Y ]) = [φ(X), Y ] + [X,φ(Y )], X, Y ∈ g
}
.
Recall that gi ⊗ g∗i is canonically isomorphic to End(gi). The direct sum
vector space
⊕s
i=0 gi is a graded Lie algebra with the bracket
[φ,X] = −[X,φ] = φ(X), for all φ ∈ g0 and X ∈ g,
and with the natural bracket on g and g0.
By induction, assume that we have a vector space
⊕s
i=1−k gi for some
k ≥ 1 and assume that the bracket [φ,X] = φ(X) is already defined for all
φ ∈⊕si=1−k gi and X ∈ g. Then we define the vector space of all derivations
φ : g→ g1−k ⊕ · · · ⊕ gs−k such that φ(gi) ⊂ gi−k:
g−k =
{
φ ∈
s⊕
i=1
gi−k ⊗ g∗i : φ([X,Y ]) = [φ(X), Y ] + [X,φ(Y )], X, Y ∈ g
}
.
i
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Recall that gi−k ⊗ g∗i is isomorphic to Hom(gi; gi−k). As above, the direct
sum vector space
⊕s
i=−k gi is a graded Lie algebra with the bracket
[φ,X] = −[X,φ] = φ(X), for all φ ∈ g−k and X ∈ g,
with the natural bracket on g, and with the bracket [φ, ψ] for φ, ψ ∈ g−k ⊕
· · · ⊕ g0 defined by
[φ, ψ](X) = [[φ,X], ψ] + [φ, [ψ,X]], X ∈ g.
This inductive construction may or may not end after a finite number
of steps, i.e., we have either g−k = {0} for some k ≥ 1 or g−k 6= {0} for all
k ≥ 1. In both cases, we let
(2.8) Prol(g) =
⊕
k≤s
gk.
Prol(g) is a graded Lie algebra, called Tanaka prolongation of g. Namely, we
have
(2.9) [gi, gj ] ⊂ gi+j , for all i, j ∈ Z with i, j, i+ j ≤ s.
This is the unique property that we need in the proof of the structure the-
orem of extremal polynomials, Theorem 2.2. In fact, we need (2.9) only for
j = 1, . . . , s. We do not specifically need the Tanaka prolongation but only
a graded Lie algebra extending g and satisfying (2.8) and (2.9). Among all
such extensions Prol(g) is the largest one.
In general, the explicit computation of Prol(g) is difficult. When g is a
free nilpotent Lie algebra of step s ≥ 3, then we have Prol(g) = g0 ⊕ g, with
the exceptional case of the step 3 and rank 2 free Lie algebra (see [21]).
Let {Xj}j≤n be a basis of Prol(g). For integers j0, j1, j2, . . . , jk ≤ n, we
let
(2.10) [Xj0 , Xj1 , Xj2 , Xj3 , . . . , Xjk ] = [· · · [[[Xj0 , Xj1 ], Xj2 ], Xj3 ], . . . , Xjk ].
Then, for α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ I = Nn = {0, 1, 2, . . .}n, we define the iterated
commutator of X1, . . . , Xn
(2.11) [·, Xα] = [·, X1, . . . , X1︸ ︷︷ ︸
α1 times
, X2, . . . , X2︸ ︷︷ ︸
α2 times
, . . . , Xn, . . . , Xn︸ ︷︷ ︸
αn times
].
Here, only elements X1, . . . , Xn of the basis of g are involved. We agree that
[·, X(0,...,0)] = Id. The generalized structure constants ckiα ∈ R, with α ∈ I =
i
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Nn and i, k ∈ Z such that i, k ≤ n, are defined via the relation
(2.12) [Xi, Xα] =
∑
k≤n
ckiαXk.
The above sum is always finite. In fact, letting d(α) =
∑n
j=1 αjd(j), we have
ckiα = 0 if d(k) 6= d(i) + d(α).
For α ∈ I and i ∈ Z with i ≤ n, we define the linear mapping φiα ∈
Hom(Rn;R)
(2.13) φiα(v) =
(−1)|α|
α!
∑
k≤n
ckiαvk, v = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ Rn.
Above, we let α! = α1! · · ·αn!. Moreover, we agree that vk = 0 for k ≤ 0.
Definition 2.1. For each i ∈ Z with i ≤ n and v ∈ Rn, we call the polyno-
mial P vi : Rn → R
(2.14) P vi (x) =
∑
α∈I
φiα(v)x
α, x ∈ Rn,
extremal polynomial of the Lie algebra Prol(g) with respect to the basis
{Xj}j≤n.
For any finite set of multi-indexes A ⊂ I, consider the polynomial
P (x) =
∑
α∈A
cαx
α,
where cα ∈ R for all α ∈ A. The homogeneous degree of the polynomial is
d(P ) = max
{
d(α) : α ∈ A such that cα 6= 0
}
. We say that the polynomial
is homogeneous of degree k ≥ 0 if d(α) = k for all α ∈ A such that cα 6= 0.
Extremal polynomials P vi are indeed polynomials. In fact, if d(i) + d(α) 6=
d(k) then we have ckiα = 0. Moreover, we have d(k) ≤ d(n) = s and therefore
the sum in (2.14) ranges over the α ∈ I such that d(α) ≤ s− d(i). So we
have d(P vi ) ≤ s− d(i).
The following theorem is the main result of the paper.
i
i
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Theorem 2.2. For any v ∈ Rn, i = 1, . . . , n, and j ∈ Z with j ≤ n there
holds
(2.15) XiP
v
j =
∑
k≤n
ckijP
v
k .
Moreover, the polynomials {P vj }j≤n are uniquely determined by (2.15) for
i = 1, . . . , r and P vj (0) = vj for j ≤ n.
The identity P vj (0) = vj is proved in (2.36) below. The uniqueness follows
from this observation: if f is a smooth function on G = Rn such that Xif =
0 for all i = 1, . . . , r, then f is constant. Now, let {Qvj}j≤n be a family
of polynomials satisfying (2.15) for i = 1, . . . , r, and Qvj (0) = vj for j ≤ n.
Then, for d(j) = s we have XiP
v
j = 0 = XiQ
v
j and thus P
v
j −Qvj = P vj (0)−
Qvj (0) = 0. Assume by induction that P
v
j = Q
v
j for d(j) ≥ `+ 1 and take
j ≤ n such that d(j) = `. From (2.15), we have
XiP
v
j =
∑
k≤n
ckijP
v
k =
∑
k≤n
ckijQ
v
k = XiQ
v
j , i = 1, . . . , r,
and thus P vj −Qvj = P vj (0)−Qvj (0) = 0.
Before starting the proof of (2.15), we need three preliminary lemmas.
For i = 1, . . . , n, let Gi ⊂ G = Rn be the subgroup of G
Gi =
{
x ∈ G = Rn : x1 = · · · = xi−1 = 0
}
=
{
exiXi ◦ · · · ◦ exnXn(0) ∈ G = Rn : xi, . . . , xn ∈ R
}
.
We clearly have G1 = G. The following lemma is well-known and we omit
the proof.
Lemma 2.3. Let X1, . . . , Xn be vector fields in Rn satisfying (2.7). Then:
(i) For all i = 1, . . . , n and for all x ∈ Gi we have Xi(x) = ∂/∂xi.
(ii) There exist functions fi` : Rn → R, i, ` = 1, . . . , n, such that
Xi(x) =
∂
∂xi
+
∑
`:d(`)>d(i)
fi`(x)
∂
∂x`
, x ∈ G = Rn.
In the following two lemmas, we prove formula (2.15) in two simplified
situations that will serve as base for a long induction argument.
i
i
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Lemma 2.4. For any i = 1, . . . , n, j ∈ Z with j ≤ n, and v ∈ Rn there
holds
(2.16) XiP
v
j =
∑
k≤n
ckijP
v
k on Gi.
Proof. For x ∈ Gi, we have
(2.17) P vj (x) =
∑
`≤n
∑
α∈Ii
cαc
`
jαv`x
α,
where we let Ii =
{
α ∈ I : α1 = · · · = αi−1 = 0
}
and
cα =
(−1)|α|
α!
.
By (i) in Lemma 2.3, on Gi we have Xi = ∂/∂xi. Then, differentiating (2.17)
we obtain
(2.18) XiP
v
j (x) = −
∑
`≤n
∑
β∈Ii
cβc
`
j,β+eiv`x
β, x ∈ Gi.
On the other hand, for x ∈ Gi and v ∈ Rn we have
(2.19)
∑
k≤n
ckijP
v
k (x) =
∑
`,k≤n
∑
β∈Ii
cβc
k
ijc
`
kβv`x
β.
By (2.18) and (2.19), proving the claim (2.16) is equivalent to show that
for all ` ≤ n and for all β ∈ Ii we have
(2.20) − c`j,β+ei =
∑
k≤n
ckijc
`
kβ.
As β ∈ Ii, there holds −[Xj , Xβ+ei ] = [[Xi, Xj ], Xβ], and thus, by (2.12)
and (1.1), we obtain
−
∑
`≤n
c`j,β+eiX` = −[Xj , Xβ+ei ] = [[Xi, Xj ], Xβ](2.21)
=
∑
k≤n
ckij [Xk, Xβ] =
∑
`,k≤n
ckijc
`
kβX`.
Since {X`}`≤n is a basis, this proves (2.20). 
i
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Lemma 2.5. For all j ∈ Z with j ≤ n, i = 1, . . . , n such that d(i) = s, and
v ∈ Rn there holds
(2.22) XiP
v
j =
∑
k≤n
ckijP
v
k .
Proof. When j = 1, . . . , n, the left and right hand sides of (2.22) are both
identically 0. Recall that we have d(P vj ) ≤ s− d(j) < s and thus XiP vj = 0.
We prove the claim (2.22) for any j ≤ n, in particular for j ≤ 0. As d(i) = s,
by (ii) in Lemma 2.3 we have Xi = ∂/∂xi on G = Rn. Then we have formula
(2.18) with β ∈ I replacing β ∈ Ii. We also have formula (2.19), again with
β ∈ I replacing β ∈ Ii. Then we are reduced to check identity (2.20) for all
β ∈ I.
We claim that, for any β ∈ I, we have
(2.23) [Xj , Xβ+ei ] = −[[Xi, Xj ], Xβ].
We prove (2.23) by induction on the length of β and we assume without loss
of generality that i = n. Notice that the vector field Xn commutes with any
vector field Xk, k = 1, . . . , n.
Assume that βk 6= 0 and βh = 0 for h > k. Then, by the Jacobi identity,
by [Xk, Xn] = 0, and by formula (2.23) for β − ek replacing β (and with
i = n), we have
[Xj , Xβ+en ] = [[Xj , Xβ−ek ], Xk], Xn]
= −[[Xn, [Xj , Xβ−ek ]], Xk]
= [[Xj , Xβ−ek+en ], Xk]
= −[[[Xn, Xj ], Xβ−ek ], Xk]
= −[[Xn, Xj ], Xβ],
and we are finished.
Now, using (2.23) the proof can be concluded as in (2.20)–(2.21). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The proof of (2.15) is a triple nested induction. We
fix the vector v ∈ Rn and we let P vj = Pj . The claim in Theorem 2.2 reads
XiPj =
∑
k≤n
ckijPk on G` for all i, ` = 1, . . . , n and j ≤ n.
i
i
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The first induction is descending on i = 1, . . . , n and the base of induc-
tion is
XnPj =
∑
k≤n
cknjPk on G for all j ≤ n.
This statement holds by Lemma 2.5, because d(n) = s.
The first inductive assumption is the following
(2.24) XhPj =
∑
k≤n
ckhjPk on G for all h > i and for all j ≤ n.
Our goal is to prove identity (2.24) also for h = i. The proof of this claim
is a descending induction on j ≤ n. The base of induction for j = n is the
following
XiPn =
∑
k≤n
ckinPk on G.
This identity holds because we have XiPn = 0 (Pn is constant), and c
k
in = 0
for any i ≥ 1 and for all k.
The second inductive assumption is the following
(2.25) XiPh =
∑
k≤n
ckihPk on G` for all h > j and for all ` = 1, . . . , n.
The goal is to prove identity (2.25) also for h = j. The proof is a descending
induction on ` = 1, . . . , i. The base of induction for ` = i is the following
XiPj =
∑
k≤n
ckijPk on Gi,
that is satisfied by Lemma 2.4.
The third inductive assumption is
(2.26) XiPj =
∑
k≤n
ckijPk on G`+1
for `+ 1 ≤ i. Our goal is to prove identity (2.26) on G`.
In the following, we can use the three inductive assumptions (2.24)–
(2.25)–(2.26).
i
i
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We prove (2.26) at the point x = (0, . . . , 0, x`, . . . , xn) ∈ G`. Notice that,
by Lemma 2.3, we have X` = ∂/∂x` on G`. For any s ∈ R, we let
ys = (0, . . . , 0, s, x`+1, . . . , xn) ∈ G`
= esX`(y0)
= e(s−x`)X`(x),
where y0 = (0, . . . , 0, 0, x`+1, . . . , xn) ∈ G`+1. In particular, we have yx` = x.
Integrating, we obtain the formula
Pj(x) = Pj(y0) +
∫ x`
0
(X`Pj)(ys)ds(2.27)
= Pj(e
−x`X`(x)) +
∫ x`
0
(X`Pj)(e
(s−x`)X`(x))ds.
From the structure (ii) in Lemma 2.3 for the vector field Xi with i > `,
we deduce that for any z = (0, . . . , 0, z`, . . . , zn) ∈ G` and for any t ∈ R we
have
etXi(z) = (0, . . . , 0, z`, ∗, . . . , ∗) ∈ G`,
and therefore etXi(x) = (0, . . . , 0, x`, ∗, . . . , ∗) and etXi(ys) = (0, . . . , 0, s, ∗,
. . . , ∗). Replacing x with etXi(x) ∈ G` into the identity (2.27), we get:
Pj(e
tXi(x)) = Pj(e
−x`X` ◦ etXi(x))(2.28)
+
∫ x`
0
(X`Pj)(e
(s−x`)X` ◦ etXi(x))ds
= Pj(e
−x`X` ◦ etXi ◦ ex`X`(y0))
+
∫ x`
0
(X`Pj)(e
(s−x`)X` ◦ etXi ◦ e−(s−x`)X`(ys))ds
= Pj(y0 · exp(x`X`) · exp(tXi) · exp(−x`X`))
+
∫ x`
0
(X`Pj)(ys · exp(−(s− x`)X`)
· exp(tXi) · exp((s− x`)X`))ds.
For any z ∈ G = Rn, we define the left translation Lz : G→ G and the
conjugate mapping Γz : G→ G
Lzy = z · y and Γz(y) = z · y · z−1, y ∈ G.
i
i
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With this notation, identity (2.28) reads
Pj(e
tXi(x)) = Pj(Ly0Γexp(x`X`)(exp(tXi)))
+
∫ x`
0
(X`Pj)(LysΓexp(−(s−x`)X`)(exp(tXi)))ds,
and thus
XiPj(x) = lim
t→0
Pj(e
tXi(x))− Pj(x)
t
= Aij(x) +Bij(x),
where
Aij(x) = lim
t→0
1
t
[
Pj(Ly0Γexp(x`X`)(exp(tXi)))− Pj(y0)
]
, and
Bij(x) = lim
t→0
1
t
∫ x`
0
[
X`Pj(LysΓexp(−(s−x`)X`)(exp(tXi)))−X`Pj(ys)
]
ds.
In the following we denote by Adz the differential of Γz. Recall that one
has the formula Adexp(Z) = e
ad(Z), where ad(Z)(Y ) = [Z, Y ], see [8, Propo-
sition 1.91]. We have:
Aij(x) = [(dLy0)(Adexpx`X`(Xi))]Pj(y0)
=
{
Xi + x`[X`, Xi] +
1
2
x2` [X`, [X`, Xi]] + · · ·
}
Pj(y0)
=
{
Xi − x`[Xi, X`] + 1
2
x2` [[Xi, X`], X`]
− 1
3!
x3` [[[Xi, X`], X`], X`] + · · ·
}
Pj(y0)
=
Xi +
s∑
p=1
(−1)p
p!
xp` [Xi, Xpe` ]
Pj(y0)
=
Xi +
s∑
p=1
n∑
h=1
(−1)p
p!
xp`c
h
i,pe`Xh
Pj(y0).
Notice that for any p ≥ 1, we have chi,pe` = 0 for all h ≤ i. For h > i we
can use the inductive assumption (2.24) and find
(2.29) XhPj(y0) =
∑
k≤n
ckhjPk(y0).
i
i
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Moreover, since y0 ∈ G`+1, we can also use the inductive assumption (2.26)
and find
(2.30) XiPj(y0) =
∑
k≤n
ckijPk(y0).
By (2.29) and (2.30), we obtain the following expression for Aij :
Aij(x) =
∑
k≤n
ckij +
s∑
p=1
n∑
h=1
(−1)p
p!
xp`c
k
hjc
h
i,pe`
P vk (y0)
=
∑
k≤n
ckij +
s∑
p=1
(
(−1)p
p!
xp`
n∑
h=1
ckhjc
h
i,pe`
)
·
∑
α∈I
∑
m≤n
(−1)|α|
α!
cmkαvmy
α
0
 .
A similar computation for Bij(x) shows that
Bij(x) =
∫ x`
0
lim
t→0
1
t
[
X`Pj(LysΓexp(−(s−x`)X`)(exp(tXi)))−X`Pj(ys)
]
ds
=
∫ x`
0
[(dLys)(Ad(x`−s)X`(Xi))](X`Pj)(ys)ds
=
∫ x`
0
Xi +
s∑
p=1
n∑
u=1
(−1)p
p!
(x` − s)pcui,pe`Xu
 (X`Pj)(ys)ds.
By (2.16), on G` we have the identity
X`Pj =
∑
h≤n
ch`jPh,
and since ys ∈ G` for all s, we obtain
Bij(x) =
∫ x`
0
∑
h≤n
ch`j
Xi +
s∑
p=1
n∑
u=1
(−1)p
p!
(x` − s)pcui,pe`Xu
Ph(ys)ds.
Notice that ch`j = 0 for h ≤ j and cui,pe` = 0 for p ≥ 1 and u ≤ i. For h > j
and u > i we can use the inductive assumptions (2.24) and (2.25). We obtain
i
i
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the following expression for Bij :
Bij(x) =
∫ x`
0
∑
h,k≤n
ch`j
ckih +
s∑
p=1
n∑
u=1
(−1)p
p!
(x` − s)pcui,pe`ckuh
Pk(ys)ds
=
∫ x`
0
 ∑
h,k≤n
n∑
u=1
s∑
p=0
ch`j
(−1)p
p!
(x` − s)pcui,pe`ckuh

·
∑
α∈I
∑
m≤n
vm
(−1)|α|
α!
cmk,αy
α
s
 ds.
Using the integrals∫ x`
0
(x` − s)pyαs ds =
∫ x`
0
(x` − s)psα`xα11 · · · x̂α`` · · ·xαnn ds
=
p!α`!
(α` + p+ 1)!
xα+(p+1)e` ,
we finally have
Bij(x) =
∑
h,k,m≤n
n∑
u=1
s∑
p=0
∑
α∈I`
(−1)p+|α|
p!α!
ch`jc
u
i,pe`c
k
uhc
m
kα
p!α`!
(α` + p+ 1)!
vmx
α+(p+1)e`
= −
∑
h,k,m≤n
n∑
u=1
s∑
p=0
∑
α∈I`
(−1)|α+(p+1)e`|
(α+ (p+ 1)e`)!
ch`jc
u
i,pe`c
k
uhc
m
kαvmx
α+(p+1)e` .
Analogously, we have:
Aij(x) =
∑
h,k,m≤n
s∑
p=0
∑
α∈I`+1
(−1)p
p!
chi,pe`c
k
hjx
p
`
(−1)|α|
α!
cmkαvmy
α
0 ,
where the sum ranges over α ∈ I`+1, because y0 = (0, . . . , 0, x`+1, . . . , xn).
For α ∈ I`+1, we have
(−1)p
p!
(−1)|α|
α!
=
(−1)p+|α|
(α+ pe`)!
= cα+pe` ,
and, moreover, xp`y
α
0 = x
α+pe` . Thus,
Aij(x) =
∑
k,h,m≤n
s∑
p=0
∑
α∈I`+1
cα+pe`c
h
i,pe`c
k
hjc
m
kαvmx
α+pe` .
i
i
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Our goal is to prove that the quantity XiPj(x) = Aij(x) +Bij(x), x ∈
G`, equals
Cij(x) =
∑
k≤n
ckijPk(x) =
∑
k,m≤n
∑
β∈I`
cβc
k
ijc
m
kβvmx
β.
The coefficient of cβvmx
β in Cij(x) is
χm,βC =
∑
k≤n
ckijc
m
kβ.
The equation α+ pe` = β with α1 = · · · = α` = 0 implies p = β` and α =
β − pe` = β − β`e`. Thus, the coefficient of cβvmxβ in Aij(x) is
χm,βA =
∑
k,h≤n
chi,β`e`c
k
hjc
m
k,β−β`e` .
We compute the coefficient χm,βB of cβvmx
β in Bij(x). The equation
α+ (p+ 1)e` = β implies the following: when β` = 0 the equation has no
solution and thus χm,βB = 0; when β` ≥ 1 we have 0 ≤ p ≤ β` − 1 and α =
β − (p+ 1)e`, and therefore
χm,βB = −
∑
h,k≤n
n∑
u=1
β`−1∑
p=0
ch`jc
u
i,pe`c
k
uhc
m
k,β−(p+1)e` , β` ≥ 1.
When β` = 0, the identity χ
m,β
A + χ
m,β
B = χ
m,β
C is easily verified.
When β` ≥ 1, the identity χm,βA + χm,βB = χm,βC is proved as soon as we
verify the following
(2.31)∑
k≤n
ckijc
m
kβ =
∑
k,h≤n
cki,β`e`c
k
hjc
m
k,β−β`e` −
∑
h,k≤n
n∑
u=1
β`−1∑
p=0
ch`jc
u
i,pe`c
k
uhc
m
k,β−(p+1)e` .
Contracting with Xm the left hand side of (2.31) we find∑
m,k≤n
ckijc
m
kβXm =
∑
k≤n
ckij [Xk, Xβ] = [[Xi, Xj ], Xβ](2.32)
= [[[Xi, Xj ], Xβ`e` ], Xβ−β`e` ].
i
i
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Contracting with Xm the first term in the right hand side of (2.31) we find
∑
k,h,m≤n
chi,β`e`c
k
hjc
m
k,β−β`e`Xm =
∑
k,h≤n
chi,β`e`c
k
hj [Xk, Xβ−β`e` ](2.33)
=
n∑
h=1
chi,β`e` [[Xh, Xj ], Xβ−β`e` ]
= [[[Xi, Xβ`e` ], Xj ], Xβ−β`e` ].
Contracting the second term in the right hand side of (2.31) we find
−
∑
h,k,m≤n
n∑
u=1
β`−1∑
p=0
ch`jc
u
i,pe`c
k
uhc
m
k,β−(p+1)e`Xm(2.34)
=
β`−1∑
p=0
[[[[Xi, Xpe` ], [Xj , X`]], X(β`−p−1)e` ], Xβ−β`e` ].
We used β1 = · · · = β` = 0.
In (2.32), (2.33), and (2.34), commutators have the same tail Xβ−β`e` .
Thus the claim (2.31) follows provided that we prove the following identity:
[[Xi, Xj ], Xβ`e` ] = [[Xi, Xβ`e` ], Xj ](2.35)
+
β`−1∑
p=0
[[[Xi, Xpe` ], [Xj , X`]], X(β`−p−1)e` ].
We prove (2.35) by induction on β` ≥ 1. The base of induction for β` = 1
is
[[Xi, Xj ], X`] = [[Xi, X`], Xj ] + [Xi, [Xj , X`]],
and this holds by the Jacobi identity.
By induction, we assume that (2.35) holds for β` and we prove it for
β` + 1. We have:
i
i
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[[Xi, Xj ], X(β`+1)e` ] = [[[Xi, Xj ], Xβ`e` ], X`]
= [[[Xi, Xβ`e` ], Xj ], X`] +
β`−1∑
p=0
[[[[Xi, Xpe` ], [Xj , X`]], X(β`−p−1)e` ], X`]
= [[Xi, X(β`+1)e` ], Xj ] + [[Xi, Xβ`e` ], [Xj , X`]]
+
β`−1∑
p=0
[[[Xi, Xpe` ], [Xj , X`]], X(β`−p)e` ]
= [[Xi, X(β`+1)e` ], Xj ] +
β`∑
p=0
[[[Xi, Xpe` ], [Xj , X`]], X(β`−p)e` ].
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
In the next proposition, we list some elementary properties of extremal
polynomials that are used in Section 3.
Proposition 2.6. Extremal polynomials have the following properties.
(i) For all i = 1, . . . , n and v ∈ Rn, we have P vi (0) = vi.
(ii) For all i ∈ Z with i ≤ 0 and v ∈ Rn, we have P vi (0) = 0.
(iii) If v ∈ Rn is such that P vi = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n with d(i) = 1, then
v = 0.
Proof. (i) For any i = 1, . . . , n, we have
(2.36) P vi (0) = φi0(v) =
∑
k≤n
cki0vk = vi,
because cki0 = δik, the Kronecker symbol.
(ii) This follows as in (i) from the agreement that vk = 0 for k ≤ 0.
(iii) Assume that P vk = 0 when d(k) = 1. We claim that P
v
k = 0 for all
k = 1, . . . , n. Because of (i), this will imply v = 0. The proof is by induction
on d(k). Assume that P vk = 0 for all k = 1, . . . , n such that d(k) ≤ `, where
` < s. Take k = 1, . . . , n such that d(k) = `+ 1. By the stratification, there
are constants dkij ∈ R, d(i) = 1 and d(j) = `, such that
Xk =
∑
d(i)=1
d(j)=`
dkij [Xi, Xj ] =
∑
d(i)=1
d(j)=`
∑
h≤n
dkijc
h
ijXh,
i
i
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and thus we have the identity
(2.37)
∑
d(i)=1
d(j)=`
dkijc
h
ij = δhk.
From P vj = 0 for d(j) = `, it follows that XiP
v
j = 0. Now, from Theorem 2.2
and (2.37) we obtain
0 =
∑
d(i)=1
d(j)=`
dkijXiP
v
j =
∑
d(i)=1
d(j)=`
∑
h≤n
dkijc
h
ijP
v
h = P
v
k .
This finishes the proof. 
3. Characterization of abnormal extremals
In this section, we prove the theorems about the algebraic characteriza-
tion of abnormal extremals. The Lie group G is identified with Rn via
exponential coordinates as in (2.7), where X1, . . . , Xn is a basis of g =
Lie(G) adapted to the stratification. The vector fields X1, . . . , Xr are a ba-
sis for g1 (and thus generators for g). The distribution of r-planes D(x) =
span{X1(x), . . . , Xr(x)}, x ∈ G, is called horizontal distribution of G. A Lip-
schitz curve γ : [0, 1]→ G = Rn is D-horizontal, or simply horizontal, if there
exists a vector of functions h = (h1, . . . , hr) ∈ L∞([0, 1];Rr) such that
γ˙ =
r∑
j=1
hjXj(γ), a.e. on [0, 1].
The functions h are called controls of γ and, when γ : [0, 1]→ Rn is given by
the coordinates γ = (γ1, . . . , γn), we have hj = γ˙j , j = 1, . . . , r. This follows
from the structure of the vector fields X1, . . . , Xr described in Lemma 2.3.
Let gx be the quadratic form on D(x) making X1, . . . , Xr orthonormal.
The horizontal length of a horizontal curve γ is
L(γ) =
(∫ 1
0
gγ(t)(γ˙(t))dt
)1/2
=
(∫ 1
0
|h(t)|2dt
)1/2
.
For any couple of points x, y ∈ G, we can define the function
(3.38) d(x, y) = inf {L(γ) : γ is horizontal, γ(0) = x and γ(1) = y} .
i
i
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The above set is always nonempty and d is a distance on G. A Lipschitz
curve γ providing the minimum in (3.38) is called a length minimizer.
We denote by ϑ1, . . . , ϑn the basis of g
∗ dual to the basis X1, . . . , Xn of
g. A Lipschitz curve of 1-forms λ ∈ Lip([0, 1]; g∗) is a curve
λ = λ1ϑ1 + · · ·+ λnϑn,
where λi : [0, 1]→ R, i = 1, . . . , n, are Lipschitz functions. We call λ1, . . . , λn
the coordinates of λ.
Theorem 3.1. Let γ be a length minimizer in G. Then there exist a number
λ0∈{0, 1} and a Lipschitz curve λ∈Lip([0, 1]; g∗) with coordinates λ1, . . . , λn
such that:
(i) λ0 + |λ| 6= 0 on [0, 1];
(ii) λ0γ˙j + λj = 0 on [0, 1] for all j = 1, . . . , r;
(iii) for all i = 1, . . . , n, we have
(3.39) λ˙i = −
n∑
k=1
r∑
j=1
ckij γ˙jλk a.e. on [0, 1],
where ckij are the structure constants (2.12).
Theorem 3.1 is a version of Pontryagin Maximum Principle adapted to
the present setting. Equations (3.39) are called adjoint equations. We refer
to [3, Chapter 12] for a proof of Theorem 3.1 in a more general framework.
The version (3.39) of the adjoint equations is derived in [9], Theorem 2.6.
The curve λ is called a dual curve of γ.
Definition 3.2. We say that a horizontal curve γ : [0, 1]→ G is an extremal
if there exist λ0 ∈ {0, 1} and a curve of 1-forms λ ∈ Lip([0, 1]; g∗) such that
i), ii), and iii) in Theorem 3.1 hold.
We say that γ is a normal extremal if there exists such a pair (λ0, λ)
with λ0 = 1.
We say that γ is an abnormal extremal if there exists such a pair with
λ0 = 0.
We say that γ is a strictly abnormal extremal if γ is an abnormal extremal
but not a normal one.
i
i
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Remark 3.3. If γ is an abnormal extremal with dual curve λ, then we
have
(3.40) λ1 = · · · = λr = 0 on [0, 1].
This follows from condition ii) of Theorem 3.1 with λ0 = 0.
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a stratified nilpotent Lie group, let γ : [0, 1]→ G
be a horizontal curve such that γ(0) = 0, and let λ1, . . . , λn : [0, 1]→ R be
Lipschitz functions. The following statements are equivalent:
(A) The functions λ1, . . . , λn solve a.e. the system of equations (3.39).
(B) There exists v ∈ Rn such that, for all i = 1, . . . , n, we have
(3.41) λi(t) = P
v
i (γ(t)), t ∈ [0, 1],
and in fact v = (λ1(0), . . . , λn(0)).
Proof. (B)⇒(A) Let λ1, . . . , λn be functions on [0, 1] defined as in (3.41)
for some v ∈ Rn. Then, by Proposition 2.6 we have v = (λ1(0), . . . , λn(0)).
Moreover, by Theorem 2.2 we have, a.e. on [0, 1] and for any i = 1, . . . , n,
λ˙i =
d
dt
P vi (γ) =
r∑
j=1
γ˙jXjP
v
i (γ)(3.42)
=
r∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
ckjiγ˙jP
v
k (γ) = −
r∑
j=1
n∑
k=1
ckij γ˙jλk.
(A)⇒(B) Let v = (λ1(0), . . . , λn(0)) ∈ Rn. Then the functions λi and the
functions µi = P
v
i (γ), i = 1, . . . , n, solve the system of differential equation
(3.39) with the same initial condition. By the uniqueness of the solution we
have λi = µi. 
Next, we define the notion of corank for an abnormal extremal. For any
h ∈ L2([0, 1];Rr), let γh be the solution of the problem
γ˙h =
r∑
j=1
hjXj(γ
h), γh(0) = x0.
The mapping E : L2([0, 1];Rr)→ G = Rn, E(h) = γh(1), is called the end-
point mapping with initial point x0 ∈ G. A horizontal curve γ starting from
i
i
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x0 with controls h is an abnormal extremal if and only if there exists v ∈ Rn,
v 6= 0, such that
(3.43) 〈dE(h)w, v〉 = 0
for all w ∈ L2([0, 1];Rr). Here, dE(h) is the differential of E at the point h.
Definition 3.5. The corank of an abnormal extremal γ : [0, 1]→ Rn with
controls h is the integer corank(γ) = n− dim(Im dE(h)) ≥ 1.
The corank of an abnormal extremal γ : [0, 1]→ G is the integer m ≥ 1 such
that there exist precisely m linearly independent dual curves λ1, . . . , λm ∈
Lip([0, 1]; g∗) each solving the system of adjoint equations (3.39) with initial
conditions λ1(0), . . . , λm(0) ∈ Rn that are orthogonal to the image of the
differential of the end-point mapping.
Definition 3.6. Let G = Rn be a stratified nilpotent Lie group of rank r.
For any v ∈ Rn, v 6= 0, we call the set
Zv = {x ∈ Rn : P vj (x) = 0 for all j ∈ Z with j ≤ r}
an abnormal variety of G of corank 1.
For linearly independent vectors v1, . . . , vm ∈ Rn, m ≥ 2, we call the set
Zv1 ∩ · · · ∩ Zvm an abnormal variety of G of corank m.
Remark 3.7. The abnormal variety Zv is the intersection of the zero sets
of all the polynomials P vj with j ≤ r. In this intersection, also indexes j ≤ 0
are involved. With this respect, Definition 3.6 differs from the analogous
definition in [9].
Theorem 3.8. Let G = Rn be a stratified nilpotent Lie group and let γ :
[0, 1]→ G be a horizontal curve with γ(0) = 0. The following statements are
equivalent:
(A) The curve γ is an abnormal extremal with corank(γ) ≥ m ≥ 1.
(B) There exist m ≥ 1 linearly independent vectors v1, . . . , vm ∈ Rn such
that γ(t) ∈ Zv1 ∩ · · · ∩ Zvm for all t ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. (A)⇒(B) Let γ be an abnormal extremal and let λ = λ1ϑ1 + · · ·+
λnϑn be a Lipschitz curve of 1-forms with coordinates λ1, . . . , λn solving
the system of differential equations (3.39) and such that λ 6= 0 point-wise.
i
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By Theorem 3.4, there is a v ∈ Rn, v 6= 0, such that λi = P vi (γ) for all
i = 1, . . . , n. In particular, there holds (λ1(0), . . . , λn(0)) = v. For abnormal
extremals, we have λ1 = · · · = λr = 0 on [0, 1], i.e., γ(t) ∈
{
x ∈ Rn : P vj (x) =
0 for all j = 1, . . . , r
}
for all t ∈ [0, 1].
We claim that P vj (γ) = 0 also for all j ∈ Z with j ≤ 0. The proof is by
induction on d(j). The base of induction for d(j) = 1 is proved above. By
induction, assume that P vk (γ) = 0 for all k ∈ Z such that d(i) < d(k) ≤ 1.
As in (3.42), by Theorem 2.2 we have
d
dt
P vi (γ) = −
r∑
j=1
∑
k≤n
ckij γ˙jP
v
k (γ) = 0,
because ckij = 0 for d(k) ≤ d(i), for any j = 1, . . . , r. It follows that P vi (γ) =
P vi (γ(0)) is constant. By Proposition 2.6 and γ(0) = 0, it is the zero constant.
This shows that γ(t) ∈ Zv for all t ∈ [0, 1].
From the above argument, we conclude that if corank(γ) ≥ m then there
exist at least m linearly independent vectors v1, . . . , vm ∈ Rn such that
γ(t) ∈ Zvi for all t ∈ [0, 1] and i = 1, . . . ,m.
(B)⇒(A) Let v1, . . . , vm ∈ Rn be linearly independent vectors such that
(B) holds. For any v = v1, . . . , vm, the curve λ = λ1ϑ1 + · · ·+ λnϑn with co-
ordinates λi = P
v
i (γ) satisfies the system (3.39), by Theorem 3.4. Moreover,
we have λ1 = · · · = λr = 0 because γ is an abnormal extremal. From v 6= 0,
it follows that (λ1(0), . . . , λn(0)) = v 6= 0, and from the uniqueness of the
solution to (3.39) with initial condition, it follows that λ 6= 0 point-wise on
[0, 1]. As v1, . . . , vm are linearly independent, then the corresponding curves
λ are also linearly independent. We conclude corank(γ) ≥ m. 
Remark 3.9. In the rank 2 case, an abnormal extremal γ satisfies λ1 =
P v1 (γ) = 0 and λ2 = P
v
2 (γ) = 0. When γ is not a constant curve, these equa-
tions imply that also λ3 = 0. Indeed, the equations (3.39) for λ1 and λ2
are
λ˙1 = γ˙2λ3 and λ˙2 = −γ˙1λ3.
Thus, if γ˙21 + γ˙
2
2 6= 0, it must be λ3 = 0.
4. The abnormal set in the free group of rank 2 and step 4
In this section, we present a method to compute a set containing all ab-
normal extremals passing through one point. The method works when each
i
i
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abnormal extremal is in the zero sets of a sufficiently large number of ex-
tremal polynomials. This is the case when the prolongation is sufficiently
large. In order to make the presentation clear, we focus on the free group
of rank 2 and step 4. The key point is to show that a certain polynomial is
nontrivial, see Theorem 4.1 below.
Let g = g1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ g4 be the free nilpotent Lie algebra with rank r = 2
and step s = 4. This algebra is 8-dimensional. Let X1, . . . , X8 be a Hall basis
of g (see [7] and [9]). This basis satisfies the following structure relations
X3 = [X2, X1], X4 = [X3, X1], X5 = [X3, X2],
X6 = [X4, X1], X7 = [X4, X2], X8 = [X5, X2].
(4.44)
In the Grayson-Grossman model [5], X1, . . . , X8 can be identified with vector
fields in R8 where
X1 =
∂
∂x1
,
X2 =
∂
∂x2
− x1 ∂
∂x3
+
x21
2
∂
∂x4
+ x1x2
∂
∂x5
− x
3
1
6
∂
∂x6
− x
2
1x2
2
∂
∂x7
− x1x
2
2
2
∂
∂x8
.
(4.45)
The Tanaka prolongation Prol(g) is finite dimensional and by Theorem 1
in [21], we have
Prol(g) = g0 ⊕ g,
where g0 is the vector space of strata preserving derivations of g. In fact, g0
is isomorphic to End(g1) and thus g0 is 4-dimensional, because dim(g1) = 2.
We extend the basis for g to a basis X−3, X−2, . . . , X8 of Prol(g) and we
denote by ckjα, with j = −3,−2, . . . , 8, k = 1, . . . , 8, and α ∈ I = N8, the
generalized structure constants of Prol(g).
Let G be the free nilpotent Lie group of rank r = 2 and step s = 4.
Via exponential coordinates of the second type, G is diffeomorphic to R8.
The extremal polynomials in R8 associated with the Tanaka prolongation of
g = Lie(G) are, for any fixed v ∈ R8,
P vj (x) =
∑
α∈I
(−1)|α|
α!
8∑
k=1
ckjαvkx
α =
8∑
k=1
vkQjk(x), x ∈ R8,(4.46)
i
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where Qjk are the polynomials in R8
(4.47) Qjk(x) =
∑
α∈I
(−1)|α|
α!
ckjαx
α, x ∈ R8.
Above, we have j = −3,−2, . . . , 8 and k = 1, . . . , 8. Notice that ckjα = 0 if
d(j) + d(α) 6= d(k). It follows that Qjk is a polynomial with homogeneous
degree d(k)− d(j).
Let v ∈ R8 be a vector such that v1 = v2 = v3 = 0. The first three poly-
nomials P v1 , P
v
2 , and P
v
3 are the following
P v1 (x) = v4x3 − v5
x22
2
+ v6x4 + v7x5 + v8
x32
6
,
P v2 (x) = v4
x21
2
+ (x3 + x1x2)v5 − x
3
1
6
v6 +
(
x4 − x
2
1x2
2
)
v7
+
(
x5 − x1x
2
2
2
)
v8,
P v3 (x) = −v4x1 − v5x2 + v6
x21
2
+ v7x1x2 + v8
x22
2
.
(4.48)
These polynomials can be computed using the structure relations (4.44) and
formulas (4.46).
In order to compute the four polynomials P v−3, P v−2, P v−1, and P v0 asso-
ciated with the stratum g0 of Prol(g), we have to choose a basis X−3, X−2,
X−1, X0 of g0. We can identify g0 with End(g1), and g1 with R2 via the
basis X1, X2. Hence, we can make the following choice:
X−3 =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, X−2 =
(
0 0
0 1
)
,
X−1 =
(
1 0
0 0
)
, X0 =
(
0 0
1 0
)
.
The commutator [Xj , Xi], with j = −3, . . . , 0 and i = 1, 2, is identified with
Xj(Xi) where Xj is a linear operator on g1. The polynomials associated
with this basis are the following
i
i
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P v−3(x) = v4(x3x2 + x5)− v5
x32
6
+ v6(x4x2 + x7)
+ v7(x5x2 + 2x8) + v8
x42
24
,
P v−2(x) = v4x4 + v5(x2x3 + 2x5) + v6x6 + v7(x2x4 + 2x7)
+ v8(x2x5 + 3x8),
P v−1(x) = v4(x1x3 + 2x4) + v5
(
x5 − x1x
2
2
2
)
+ v6(x1x4 + 3x6)
+ v7(x1x5 + 2x7) + v8
(
x1x
3
2
6
+ x8
)
,
P v0 (x) = v4
x31
6
+ v5
(
x21x2
2
+ x1x3 + x4
)
− v6x
4
1
24
+ v7
(
−x
3
1x2
6
+ x1x4 + 2x6
)
+ v8
(
−x
2
1x
2
2
4
+ x1x5 + x7
)
.
(4.49)
These formulas can be checked in the following way. According to (2.15),
the polynomials (4.49) have to satisfy the structure identities
X1P
v
−3 = 0, X1P
v
−2 = 0, X1P
v
−1 = P
v
1 , X1P
v
0 = P
v
2 ,
X2P
v
−3 = P
v
1 , X2P
v
−2 = P
v
2 , X2P
v
−1 = 0, X2P
v
0 = 0.
(4.50)
Notice that we have the structure constants ck−3,1 = ck−2,1 = ck−1,2 = ck0,2 = 0,
ck−3,2 = ck−1,1 = δ1k, ck−2,2 = ck0,1 = δ2k, k = 1, 2. Along with the condition
P vj (0) = 0, j = −3, . . . , 0, the identities (4.50) uniquely determine the poly-
nomials. Now, by a direct computation based on (4.45), it can be checked
that the polynomials (4.49) do satisfy (4.50).
The polynomials (4.49) can also be computed using the following algo-
rithm. Let γ : [0, 1]→ R8 be a horizontal curve such that γ(0) = 0 and, for
i, j = 1, 2, let
Bvij(t) =
∫ t
0
P vi (γ)γ˙j ds, t ∈ [0, 1].
Using the formulas (4.48) for P v1 and P
v
2 , the integrals in the right hand side
can be computed. Using the explicit formulas for the coefficients of the vector
field X2 in (4.45), the resulting functions can be shown to be polynomials
i
i
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of the coordinates of γ(t). Namely, along γ we have Bv12 = P
v−3, Bv22 = P v−2,
Bv11 = P
v−1, and Bv21 = P v0 .
Let γ : [0, 1]→ G = R8 be an abnormal extremal such that γ(0) = 0. By
Theorem 3.8 (see also Remark 3.9) there exists v ∈ R8, with v 6= 0, such
that, for all j = −3,−2, . . . , 3, we have
(4.51) P vj (γ(t)) = 0, t ∈ [0, 1].
In particular, v = (v1, . . . , v8) satisfies v1 = v2 = v3 = 0 (because γ(0) = 0).
For each j = −3, . . . , 3, we define the following 5-dimensional vector of
polynomials
Qj(x) =
(
Qj4(x), . . . , Qj8(x)
)
,
where Qjk are defined in (4.47). By (4.46), identity (4.51) reads
8∑
k=4
vkQjk(γ(t)) = 0, t ∈ [0, 1].
In other words, along the curve γ the seven 5-dimensional vectors Q−3(x),
. . . , Q3(x) are orthogonal to the nonzero vector (v4, . . . , v8) ∈ R5. It follows
that the 7× 5 matrix
Q(x) =
 Q−3,4(x) · · · Q−3,8(x)... ...
Q3,4(x) · · · Q3,8(x)

has rank at most 4 along the curve γ.
Let M1(x), . . . ,M21(x) be the 21 different 5× 5 minors of Q(x) and
define the determinant functions
(4.52) fk(x) = det(Mk(x)), k = 1, . . . , 21, x ∈ R8.
It can be proved that the functions f1, . . . , f21 are homogeneous polynomials.
By the discussion above, we have
fk(γ(t)) = 0 for all t ∈ [0, 1] and for all k = 1, . . . , 21.
The polynomials f1, . . . , f21 do not depend on v.
Theorem 4.1. Let G = R8 be the free nilpotent Lie group of rank 2 and
step 4. There exists a nonzero homogeneous polynomial Q : R8 → R such that
i
i
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any abnormal curve γ : [0, 1]→ R8 = G with γ(0) = 0 satisfies Q(γ(t)) = 0
for all t ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. It is enough to show that at least one of the polynomials f1, . . . , f21
in (4.52) is nonzero. Let us consider the polynomial with least degree
Q(x) = detM(x) = det

Q−1,4(x) · · · Q−1,8(x)
Q0,4(x) · · · Q0,8(x)
...
...
Q3,4(x) · · · Q3,8(x)
 .
The homogeneous degree of Q is 14. We highlight the anti-diagonal of the
matrix M :
M(x) =

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ x1x32/6 + x8
∗ ∗ ∗ −x31x2/6 + x1x4 + 2x6 ∗
∗ ∗ x4 ∗ ∗
∗ x1x2 + x3 ∗ ∗ ∗
−x1 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
 .
Upon inspection of the polynomials P v−1, . . . , P v3 in (4.48) and (4.49), we
observe the following facts. The variable x8 appears in the entry Mij only
when i = j = 5. When i, j ≤ 4, the variable x6 appears only in the entry Mij
with i = j = 4. When i, j ≤ 3, the variable x4 appears only in the entry Mij
with i = j = 3. When i, j ≤ 2, the variable x3 appears only in the entry Mij
with i, j = 2. Finally, we have M11 = −x1. It follows that
Q(x) = −2x1x3x4x6x8 +R(x),
where R(x) is a polynomial that does not contain the monomial x1x3x4x6x8.
This proves that Q 6= 0. 
Remark 4.2. Any abnormal curve passing through 0 is in the intersec-
tion of the zero sets of the 21 polynomials (4.52) in R8. Even though all
these polynomials are explicitly computable, the precise structure of this
intersection is not clear.
For any v ∈ R8 with v 6= 0 and v1 = v2 = v3, the equation P v3 (x) = 0
determines two (in some exceptional cases four) different abnormal extremals
γv parametrized by arc-length and such that γv(0) = 0. The mapping v 7→
γv(1) seems to parametrize a subset of R8 that is at most 5-dimensional.
The abnormal set of G = R8 is then presumably 6-dimensional, while in
i
i
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Theorem 4.1 abnormal extremals are shown to be in a set with dimension
less than or equal to 7.
5. Spiral-like Goh extremals
The shortening technique introduced in [12] has two steps: a curve with a
corner at a given point is blown up; the limit curve obtained in this way
is shown not to be length minimizing. This provides an “almost-C1” regu-
larity result for sub-Riemannian length minimizing curves. The technique,
however, fails when, in the blow up at the singular point, the curve has no
proper angle. Here, we show that there do exist Goh extremals of this kind.
The example is a generalization of [9, Example 6.4].
Let G be an n-dimensional stratified nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra
g = g1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ gs, where s ≥ 3 is step of the group. An abnormal extremal
γ : [0, 1]→ G with dual curve λ = λ1ϑ1 + · · ·+ λnϑn is said to be a Goh
extremal if λi = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n such that d(i) = 1 or d(i) = 2. By The-
orem 3.4, a horizontal curve γ : [0, 1]→ G with γ(0) = 0 is a Goh extremal
precisely when there exists v ∈ Rn, v 6= 0, such that
(5.53) P vi (γ(t)) = 0, for all t ∈ [0, 1] and d(i) ∈ {1, 2}.
By Theorem 2.2, the condition P vi (γ) = 0 for d(i) = 2 is equivalent to (5.53).
Let F be the free nilpotent Lie group of rank 3 and step 4 and consider
the direct product G = F × F . As F is diffeomorphic to R32, then G is a
stratified Lie group of rank 6 and step 4 diffeomorphic to R64. We fix a basis
X1, . . . , X64 of Lie(G) adapted to the stratification and we identify G with
R64 via exponential coordinates of the second type. We reorder and relabel
the basis as Y1, . . . , Y32, Z1, . . . , Z32, where Y1, . . . , Y32 is an adapted basis of
a first copy of Lie(F ) and Z1, . . . , Z32 is an adapted basis of a second copy of
Lie(F ). We denote the corresponding coordinates on G by (y, z) ∈ R64 with
y, z ∈ R32.
Notice that we have [Yi, Zj ] = 0 for all i, j = 1, . . . , 32. Then any abnor-
mal polynomial P vi (x) of G, i = 1, . . . , 64 and v ∈ R64, splits as
P vi (x) = Q
vy
j (y) +Q
vz
k (z), x = (y, z),
for some j, k = 1, . . . , 32 and vy, vz ∈ R32, where Qv1, . . . , Qv32, v ∈ R32, are
the extremal polynomials of F . In particular, for i = 4, 5, 6 we have the
i
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polynomials:
Qv4(y) = v4 − y1v7 − y2v8 − y3v9 +
y21
2
v15 + y1y2v16 + y1y3v17 +
y22
2
v18
+ y2y3v19 +
y23
2
v20 + y5v30 + y6v31
Qv5(y) = v5 − y1v10 − y2v11 − y3v12 +
y21
2
v21 + y1y2v22 + y1y3v23 +
y22
2
v24
+ y2y3v25 +
y23
2
v26 − y4v30 + y6v32
Qv6(y) = v6 + y1(v9 − v11)− y2v13 − y3v14 −
y21
2
v17 − y1y2v19 − y1y3v20
+
y21
2
v22 + y1y2v24 + y1y3v25 +
y23
2
v29 + y
2
1v30
+ (y1y2 − y4)v31 − y5v32.
We omit the deduction of these formulas.
Let v, w ∈ R32 be such that vi = wi = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , 6 and |v|+
|w| 6= 0. By Theorem 3.4, any horizontal curve γ = (γy, γz) : [0, 1]→ G such
that γ(0) = 0 and with support contained in the algebraic set
Σv,w =
{
(y, z) ∈ R64 : Qvi (y) = Qwi (z) = 0 for i = 4, 5, 6
}
is a Goh extremal. Notice that, by (2.15), Qvi (γy) = Q
w
i (γz) = 0 for i = 4, 5, 6
impliesQvi (γy) = Q
w
i (γz) = 0 also for i = 1, 2, 3. We choose v ∈ R32 such that
v7 = 1, v18 = 2, and vj = 0 otherwise. Then we have
Qv4(y) = y
2
2 − y1, Qv5(y) = Qv6(y) = 0, y = (y1, . . . , y32).
For any pair of Lipschitz functions φ, ψ : [−1, 1]→ R with φ(0) = ψ(0) =
0, the horizontal curve γ = (γy, γz) : [−1, 1]→ R64 defined by γy(t) = (t2, t,
φ(t), ∗, . . . , ∗) and γz(t) = (t2, t, ψ(t), ∗, . . . , ∗) has support contained in Σv,v
and therefore it is a Goh extremal.
In particular, as in [4], we can choose
φ(t) = t cos(log(1− log |t|)), ψ(t) = t sin(log(1− log |t|)), t ∈ [−1, 1],
where φ(0) = ψ(0) = 0 in the limit sense. The curve γ is a kind of rectifiable
spiral. Notice that max(|φ′(t)|, |ψ′(t)|) ≤ 2 for all t ∈ (0, 1). Moreover, for
any α ∈ [0, 2pi) there exists a positive and infinitesimal sequence (λk)k∈N
i
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such that
lim
k→∞
1
λk
(
φ(λkt), ψ(λkt)
)
= t(cosα, sinα), t ∈ R.
Vice versa, if the limit in the left hand side does exist for some infinitesimal
sequence (λk)k∈N, then it is of the given form for some α ∈ [0, 2pi).
The curve γ is not C1 at t = 0 and all its tangents at t = 0 are lines.
It is a natural question whether the Goh extremal γ is length minimizing
or not. So far we were not able to answer this question. The unique result
on the nonminimality of extremals with singular points is the removability
of corners, see [12]. This was obtained through a shortening technique that
consists of two steps. In a first step, the curve and the structure are blown up
at the singular point getting in the limit a “canonical flat corner” (the union
of two perpendicular half lines). In a second step, the flat corner is proved not
to be length minimizing by constructing a shorter curve cutting the corner
and adjusting the end-point. Because length minimality is preserved in the
limit, this proves the non-minimality of the original corner. For the spiral
γ, however, this shortening technique fails at the very first step because any
blow-up of γ at the singular point is a line, that is indeed length minimizing.
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